






The Greatest Adventure 
of All Time Begins! 

»LTHE LEGEND OF 

v*- l„I 
Ocarina of time™ 

Mfflwimlier’s 
Awotnmo Cinht- 

A Strategy Windfall 
• Body Harvest 
•Buck Bumble 
• Extremes 2 
•Fighting Force 64 
•Glover 
•NHL 99 
•S.C.A.R.S. 
•Wipeout 64 

Til PflK PHIKS 
• Rogue Squadron 
« Superman 

Introducing 

©Z^MIE ©OY (S©^(»0 



NINTENDO 

=POWER 

du might take out an eye* 

l» 
, gif w & 

cut above 

We're talking a small chunk of change here at just 
$19.95* a year. That's 12 jam-packed issues dropped 
right at your door giving you the edge you need to 
become a legend in your own time. And is there 
more? Does Dodongo smell? Of course there's more! 
There's the January Bonus 
Issue and Super Power 
Stamps to spend like cash ,JI® ,sj(s 
on cool accessories from ■£, 
the subscriber-exclusive ~r*r < / 
Super Power Supplies jf , 
Catalog. Order now and Tj . 
you can also grab a $10 V ■ ^ 
discount on a Zelda S 
Came Pak, an Official ^ '-.J 
Player's Guide, or ""V 
a rockin' game ' y - 
soundtrack CD. 

. TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE: 

1-800-255-3700 
" OR USE THE ATTACHED ORDER FORAv/ 



on’t blow thy only chance for a limited-edition gold cartridge: 

1. Get thee to a participating retailer starting Oct. 24,1998. 

2. Reserve thyself a'copy whilst supply lasts. 

3. Rejoice and be glad!! 

Zelba. Hate pe toljat it takes!? 
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T> EGirimriG Hi8 riGBLEF^ 
^Qr/ESt, YGUT)G LiriJ^L 
FACES tHE PERILS QF ) 
tHE Dekjl Tree, <q - 
DQdGriGO’S CAVERTI AHo" 
TABU-TABU'S BELLY. StEP j 
irjtG HYRyLEArj LEGEEd I 

YOURSELF, Arid EritER^tHESE 
dATjGERpUS dUriGEGrfS 
BEGirr 17 irj g Qrj page 16. 

OCARINA OF TIME' 
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StR^tEGY 
The Legend of Zelda: 

Ocarina of Time 
Buck Bumble 
S.C.A.R.5. 
Banjo-Kazooie 
Body Harvest 
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Fighting Force 
Wipeout 64 
Extreme-G 2 

Special Features 

Game Boy Color 
Preview: 

Superman 

Every Issue 
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again. With The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time coming out this month, the 
adventure will surely dominate the top N64 spot to help Zelda score a 
number-one position in all four Power Charts. m (« 





"One of E3's showstoppers." 

''■•.one pf the rrrost Interesting 
and original games to appear 
en the NBM yet." 
- ING6y.com 

They're giant alien Insects 

by the year S0I6, mankind is 

on the brink of extinction. Our 

only hope lies on the Space 

Station Omega, uuhere a proto¬ 

type time machine auuaits. 

For mankind tD go foruuard, 

history itself. Body Harvest. 

The neuuest role playing, 

action-adventure game 

exclusively for Nintendo® 64. 

SEATS 4 
1998 Volkswagen New Beetle 







THE LEGEND OFZELDA: OCARINA OF TIME 

f Field, the grassy ( 

The adventure begin 

LINK'S OBJECTIVES 
® Talk to Saria. 
# Collect the Piece of Heart on the shop's roof. 
€> Buy the Deku Shield. 
$ Find the Kokiri Sword. 

sts 40 Rupee 
vl through the 



LINK'S OBJECTIVES 
1 Get the mop. 
2 Get the Slingshot. 
3 Get the compose. 
4 Leap to the floating 

r web on the ground floor. 
’>5 Shoot the eye above 
| the door. 
: 6 Dive to hit the switch. 
:7 Push the block, then torch 

the floor web to reach the 
2nd Basement. 

* Defeat the Deku Scrubs in 

LINK'S OBJECTIVES 
.1 Visit the Market's shops and villagers. 

2 In the Market, talk to Malon. 
3 Hear the castle gate, get the egg from Molon. 
4 Slip past the guards to reach the right side 

of the moat. 
5 In the morning, wake Talon with the hatched egg. 
6 Slip past the guards in the courtyord. 
7 Get the letter from Princess Zelda and 

learn Zelda's Lullaby from.impa. 



THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: OCARINA OF TIME 

SNEAKING INTO THE CASTLE 

ho the stone wall. 

V I 

MARKET STOPS ' m 

fl Temple of Time P|ay cat-and-mouse with the guards. 
B Happy Mask Shop To stay out of sight, walk behind them 
C Shooting Gallery e l" ^ges- ^ 
D Back Alley 
E Bonibchu Br.v.Tmg ■■ sWaJ 
F Treasure Chest 7 virffeeM 

^°n*es* For the first time in his life. Link meets 
G Bazaar : Zelda and Impa who:will givehMaslA 
H Potion Shop ter and teach him a song. 

LINK’S 
OBJECTIVES 
• Navigate 

through the 





THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: OCARINA OF TIME 

DODONGO'S CAVERN 



Sfton Lon RanchK 
Reunite with Malon and^Jafon at- their 

"home. The two l6n?Lon Ranch residents 
raise their horses with the h'elp'of1 disgrijn- 
tled ranchhand Ingo'. .Perhaps he'd' be 
happier if'he knew of the Piece of Heart 
hidden 'in the stone 'tower..behi'hd .the 
horses' fenced range. By rearranging the 

■ TARGET GAME Befo 
Enter theLost Woods 
from Kqkiri Rorest and: 
take the first right. With 
your slingshot, shoo: 
the center of the hangh • 

'you score three 100-boint -• 
iDeku Nuts Bullet Bag. 

p MUSIC MIMIC 
Cl A'sorniay re the target 
| game climhdownthe. y 

1c«|meying ifur- 
jefurns.tajhe Lost 

Wcrojls. Sana is? always 
.a sourep Jof help and 

tjofite .again her oc^hna : 

'hta.ndy—ih rthis case, 
' -earhiiygjyduahe' 

As you enter Lon Lon 
Ranch, walk into the: 
building to the left 
where lazy Talon Is 
catching another forty 
winks. Wake him to 
play iris game. 

Skull Kid While 

LINK'S OBJECTIVES 

# Leap from the left bonk to the right. 
i ^ Cross the shallow water, then head for 
^ the waterfall. 
Rk $ Find the underwater shortcut to the 
■V Lost Woods, 
j f % Play Zelda's Lullaby to enter 
Jr Zora's Domain. Once the Zoras enable Thewaterfa 



THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: OCARINA OF TIME 

Once the sounds of Zelda's Lullaby have stopped the falls from 
falling, jump into the cliffside entrance to Zora's Domain. Link will ^ mj|k? ■ 
need to learn how to become a better diver, and if anyone can jt^.Suse 
teach him, it's the school of fish-like Zoras. To take the plunge with bottle to s 
their diving lessons, follow the path uphill, then turn left when you JJjJJJ"10 

LINK'S OBJECTIVES Nab the Rupees witl 
limit to complete yo 

9 Use on empty bottle to eaten lesson, then return 

afish- 3 f Silver Scale thatalk 
% Use o Deku Stick torch to light you to dive deeper. 

chest containing a Piece of i 
Heart will appear. ^ 

® Practice diving to earn the 
Silver Scale. 

® Talk to King Zora. 
® Dive through the underwater 

cavern to Lake Hylia. 

When you reach the tap of the f 
way, talk to King Zora, the troub 
fish who laments the disappear! 
of his daughter Ruto. 

LINK'S OBJECTIVES 

® Pick up the bottle as you emerge from the Zora's 

@ At the Fishing Pond, reel in a fish with a record weight. 
@ Dive to the opening to reenter Zora's Domain. 

Throw back any fish that's 



LINK'S OBJECTIVES 
1 Enior Jabu-Jabu by c 

fish in the bottle. 

then head to Point 6.' 
6 Get the Boomerang. 
7 Place Ruto on the sw 

Boomerang at the ter 

8 Get the compass. 
9 Destroy the tentacle. 
10 Destroy the tentacle. 
11 Find Ruto at Point 2, then take her 
. , through the hole at Point II. 

12 Throw Ruto onto the platform, defeat 
■ ‘ Bigocto, then ride the elevator. 
13. Throw the Boomerang at the plat¬ 

forms. 
14 Ride the elevator, then place a crate o 

INSIDE JABU-JABU'S BELLY 
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5£To the Temple of Timers 

Temple qf.Tfti 





AcliVisioH 

•ORM OF 

Terror as the Monster 

Hit Nightmare Cre 

Becomes Even More Chillingly 

Nintendo 64. With 

One-On-One Fighting Action, 

an Enhanc 

Vivid, Blood-Pumping Nintendo 

64 Graphics and Rumble Pak 

Support, You May Never See The 

Light of Day Again. 

NIGHTMARE p*Eg 

LJ 

1 

m 
n 



ebelliomSpreads. 

In a galaxy veryj close to Tiome, Lucas Arts vs puttvcvq t\ve 

finishing touches on the latest and greatest StcvrY/cvrs 

adventure, tone join Luke^Skywalker and Roque Squa&totv 

as Nintendo Power takes an interstellar peek at the Rehet 

Alliances' continuing struggle against the GaVatttc^vcvpvce. 

. -»mi*. WARS'J 
v' ROGUE SOUADRON. 

unncs = 

d-uiinc = 





Defection At Corellia 

DOWN THE DROIDS 

PROTECT CRIX 
Once the bombers have been blasted, a 
call comes from General Crif Madine, 
who wants to defect t| the Rebel 
Alliance. He is under attack at a tech 

lend a hand, once ag^in fadng8 TIE 
fighters and bombers. 

GROUND ATTACK 
The most difficult part of the battle now begins. The.' 
scale of detail is amazing. You'll see armored 
Imperial storm troopers running around on the 

Millennium Falcon to lend a hand, but the main tar- 

walker. Since you're in a speeder, you can use your 
tow cable to wrap up its legs and drop the walker. 

SPEEDER = 
IjgEEF BOMBER RAID 
I towcable,alow TIE bombers have begun attacking 

exba armor plating, <?"» of the citV a"d UP “ P butdeflector Squadron to destroy the bombers. Flying 
' shields were a sneeder, you'll have to hug the 
ve.lt handles very much ...... ... , . H^M^cnytowerswhffechasmg 

Keeping In Touch 

NINTENDO POWER 

ou in several forms suddenly. If you complel 
he mission begins, a fills you in on the outcome. OReOfth^ri 

cinematic sequence introduces the basic goals. Rogue Squadron is that evelf ujjh alp 
During missions, audio messages will arrive still have to prioritize targeted dj 
from Rebel coordinators on Home One, the going on. Sometimes the Imperial fo 
mother ship. Cut scenes, in 3-D, often appear, as diversionary raids to draw you aw 
well, particularly when conditions change target. This is far more than just a St 



Walkers include the big AT-ATs, smaller AT-STs, 
and the new AT-PT personnel transports. Some 
new unit designs like the AT-PT were derived 
from sketches created by legendary Star Wars 
designer, Ralph McQuarrie. 

and naval' 
encounter speedy storm troopers mounted on 
hover bikes. The Al for the enemy units varies 
according to the type of uni£ai4M^ Imperial 
objectives during a stage. Sometimes 
Empire will target Rogue Squadron directly, 
but most often the target will be something 
you're trying to protect. 

= u-oiinc sr 



Rogue Graphics 

V'-UIIHG = 

The Sound Factor 

1 ax # 

John Williams,'along with 1 to 13 compared with i 

that have a similar "Star pression ratios of 1 to 3 or | 
Wars" sound. Instead of 1 to 4. So in spite of the 1 
recording all the music 128-megabit Game Pak 1 

I §**4 . game, the sound team narrative voices almost 1 
created all the instrumen- everywhere, from the 
tal voices and a program biographies of Rogue 

1 that acts like a conductor Squadron pilots to the 1 
tell you about ships. Rogue 

e setup to each mission. 
notify During battle, you may I 

po slower, and a new theme rra^hegirt But \ 

fflAg during game play. ThfcM^ Bagjiyere. recorded using profess|apaj,!y: 
t^amitoun^-ali^or the part.QUrjte ln; 

^acjen/'IrnpressiYel" . „k -M 

Long Live the New Republic 
ecember, LucasArts, along with Nintendo of America, will Rogue Squadron is truly one of the cfowning achievements of A 
the experience of Star Wars combat to the N64 in a way the current golden age of N64 gaming. Next month, Nintendo 
;ure to thriirStar Wars and action fans like no other game. Power will conduct full mission briefings to get you started. 



Think you can save an entire 

kingdom single handed? Get 

| the glove - Glover! Learn 

audacious ball-control skills 

I and smack, whack, and roll 

' your way through seven 

worlds. Solve puzzles, beat 

up on big bad bosses. He's a 

four fingered fist of fury. You've 

never seen a hero like this before. 

All you need is glove. 



All Rights Reserved. 

Make quick 



igaregjaaa, 
Different situations call for different 

STINGER 
Vbur default weapon is good for 

’ ' ' situations 

lissiais, you should rely 

PULSE LASER 
As you might guess, the Pulse 

s slpw t9 fire, bu 

If you have a d( 
thills the weap' 

HGS 2000 PLASMA PISTOL 

^EXO-SECTLAUNCHLR 
/ A The Exo-Sect Launcher is similar 

( f rdhrltFeo8f?re™ti.=s 
Xbf's- long-range, unguided rockets 

instead of cannon shells. 

CANNON 
The heavy shell from the Frag 

CLUSTER BOMB 
The Cluster Bomb breaks into 

GUIDED MISSILES 

SPIKER 

iggjjgggglf 



SAUCER FULL 
UF SECRETS 

ne of th^fougher spol 
JoCations of a couple 

THE SECRET 
GARUEN 

early indestru 

trail of extra po 

e quick work of this flying 
, aim for its underside. 
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Explore the 
of driving i 



n 
IK10UM4IJ0M 

t2XX *412 
:R IDENTIFICATION # 

’Looks Like Rn Rll-Out Blitz!" 
■JFL Blitz is hitting football fans with all the force of a 350- 
lound linebacker, and these codes should add even more 
nayhem to your gridiron grandstanding. To access a special 
:haracter, enter one of the names below and the appropri- 
ite PIN number before you begin your game. Now whoever 
las the ball will have that character's head. 

We also have 32 numerical codes listed at the right. All 
lumerical codes are entered on the Matchup screen. The 
irst number stands for the Z Button, the second for the B 
Sutton and the third for the A Button. Press each button the 
lumber of times shown, then press the Control Pad or 
lontrol Stick in the direction shown. For example, to acti- 
/ate the Fluge Flead code, press 8 four times and then press 
Jp. This game is a blast to play without codes, so think of 
he fun you'll have with these babies! 

Show Field Goal % 
No CPU Assistance ** 
Show More Field *** 
Fog On 
Fast Turbo Running 
Huge Head 
Thick Fog On 
Super Blitzing 
Big Football 
Hide Receiver Name 
Tournament Mode ** 
No Play Selection *** 
Super Field Goals 
Team Big Players 
No Punting 
Big Head 
Team Big Head 
No First Downs 
Allow Stepping OB 
Powerup Teammates 
Fast Passing 
Team Tiny Players 
Powerup Blockers 
Powerup Offense 
Smart CPU Opponent 
No Interceptions 
Powerup Speed *** 
Powerup Defense 
No Random Fumbles 
Turn Off Stadium 
Infinite Turbo 
Weather: Rain 

* One-player game only 
** Two-player game only 
*** In a two-player game, both players nr 

















THE BEAR AND BREEGULL ARE BACK 
IN ACTION THIS MONTH, FACING 

THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES OF THEIR 
4 DIGITIZED LIVES! 

fou've scaled massive mountains, explored perilous beacljes^ 
climbed inside a mechanical whale, trudged through stinky swampy- 
braved the icyjfooffl anty raced across burning, shifting sands...so 
what's next? This fljpritlwive'll do our best to help you through^ our 
furry/feathered friehds*]tQughest <tllaljenges yet, ever-so-spooky Mad 
Monster Mansion and hazard-ridden Rusty Bucket Bay. They'll 
demand pinpoint control, a heap of courage and a bit of wit to boot! 

© 1998 Nintendo/Rare. Game by Rare. Rareware Logo is a trademark of Rare. 





HEDGES AND STBSUS 
you head left from the front of the house, you'l 
de of Transylvania. The first is a large hedge i 
louls. The second is a haunted church with a ghostly musician inside—and 

runter two of the creepiest places this 

Flower Power 

pots near 
... church. OncjS 

_ JKey're all filled, 
4 you'!l'%e given a» 
--Jfey'"for your 

NINTENDO POWER 







^.fipSSBSK ;iXSSels' 
fastest vvay to peck past these raise the anchor. Pound it and 

eturn to where Snork ' 
iJiggy- 





PMHT T ^ THE FINUa^y 

1 

Blue Jinjo 
ta^grog .througlVtheafipfe.in tf%top 
- ' of the middle blue storage box,; 
MsSnlStfie sailors insijde packing, 
- then search for the Blufe Jinjo 

Exact Change 
In order to move freely around 
the loading docks, Kazooie will 
have to learn to deposit the stat¬ 
ed number of eggs into the toll 
holes that control the bridges sur¬ 
rounding the bay. 

Orange Jinjo 
After you pay the eight-egg toll 

Rap your way past a line of over¬ 
ly aggressive eels to reach the 
prange Jinjo waiting patiently on 
a ledge. 







vast, surprising advent 

a" begins an the M64 this month. A&i 

feast for gamers, Badg Harvest/ 

from Midwag and DMA Design, has it all, from 

action to role plaging, and it also has the 

best mix of driving and shooting ever. / / 

The wait was worth it! / , / 

a bus bUFFEb 



BODY HARVEST 

GREECE 1916 



GREECE 1 t part of the Greece though. If you take too much time, they'll 
I destroy the alien enough bodies to conquer all. Follow our 
'on't wait around, tive list and use the map to plan your attacl 

GREECE 2 The second mission in Greece involves the ancient you be able to cross the water. The 
legend of Talosous and his lost flame. Only if the Harvesters will become more frequent, 
torch of the colossus by the sea is reignited will you must open the Mikatos waterway. 



BODY HARVEST 

GREECE 3 The third 
i Processor. One word of advice: Don't try 
im for any great distance. 

, a sunken temple, and a desperate i 
i early biplane to stop the Harvestei 











Practice Time Trial Main Game 
Reclaim the Magic Crystals 

Your objective is to guide Glover 
■~r through each of six magical worlds 

that are linked to the Crystal Kingdom. Each 
world has three levels followed by a meeting 

ber ball, or Crystal, from each world, return it 
to the Vault of Crystals within the castle, and 
replace it in its slot. 

Collect the Magic Garibs 

















It may have an odd name, but S.C.A.R.S. (Super Computer Animal Racing 

Simulation) is a fast, challenging ride. Sim fans may not like the fantasy 

elements, but arcade racing fans should give this title a try. 

) NINTENDO POWER 



I You can challenge the computer or up to three other drivers in Hire 
I modes. Each mode has something different for your driving pleasun 
I only thing missing is the feeling of the. wind in your hain! 

and can fly around co 
search of its target. 

^ used to destroy 
, like a Stopper or a 

€)_ ~ ' 
f» W] 

j! fawsil 





you'll have, better grip in the turns. 
In fact, the S-curves here are some 

disastrous-slide to the outside. 

You'll definitely need Turbos 
to compete here. To collect 

from the starting line. 

suddenly 

VOLUME 114 Qj 





of out-of-this world fun and 

ith this release. 
www.nintendo64.com-Augu 

"Featuring pits, bumps and other 
obstacles..-.. Bowling may never be 
the same." 

Nintendo Power-September 



video game hock¬ 

ey, has finally 

thrown its hat 

with NHL ‘99. For hockey and sports fans, it’s a 

chance to score with great graphics, ease of play and 

a full list of options. It’s all in this game. 

NINTENDO POWER 

EA Sports, the 

all-time leader in 

BONE CRUSHING ACTIONI 
While the NBA flounders in labor rookies. From 

America this fall will be on the ice and coaching 
and in NHL '99. EA Sports packed this the total hockey 
96-Megabit Came Pak with complete the broken 
simulation moves and options (both sim and 
on and off the ice) plus intuitive con- NHL '99 
trol and a Beginner Mode for NHL ers the best 
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SIDELINE STRATEGY 

OFFENSIVE PLAY 

NHL '99 offers up eight offensive strategies in two categories, 
Offensive Zone and Power Play. You can opt for the Offensive 

coach Marc Crawford to help with the design. The result is 16 
authentic hockey strategies that add to the already brilliant realism 
of the game. Now you make the call! 

0 NINTENDO POWER 



NHL ‘99 
ADVANCED TACTICS 



STATS 

PITTSBURGH R J. JAGR 77 35 1 67 ■ -102?S 

COLORADO C P. FORSBERG 72 25 66 

VANCOUVER 
NY RANGERS C 

P. BURE 
W. GRETZKY 82 23 67 90 ■ 

PHILADELPHIA L J. Le CLAIR 82 _ 51 _ 36 87 * 

NY ISLANDERS R Z. PALFFY 82 45 . 42 87 

CAROLINA C R. FRANCIS 81 . ?25 1 1 62 87 1 

ANAHEIM R T. SELANNE 73 52 .34 86 

BOSTON C J. ALLISON 81 .33 , 50 83 

LOS ANGELES C J. STUMPEL . Wi I ... 21 1 58 79 

WASHINGTON R P. BONDRA 76 52 26 78 9 

CALGARY R T. FLEURY 82 ■ 27 ■ 51 

WASHINGTON 
PHILADELPHIA HI R. BRIND AMOUR 82 36 38 74 J 
TORONTO 
MONTREAL 

c 
R 

M. SUNDIN 
M. RECCHI 
T. AMONTE 

82 
82 32 42 1 74 |j 

73 j 

OTTOWA C A. YASHIN 82 33 39 72 

DALLAS -&> 1 R B, HULL 66 _ 27'. 45 



Train for an exciting career 
in janitorial services. 

st ready to mess with it. 



T*Weve's ok New Goiwe Boy wi Toum 

Color graphics! 

More speed! Bigger games! 

Wireless Data "IVansfer! 

Boy Color 
Has All this 
and more. 

NINTENDO POWER 
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NINTENDO POWER 



LeV H\e G<w\c$ $e<w 

U g§**g| 

When Shakespeare wrote, "the play's the thing," he could 
have been talking about video games, that is if there were 
video games back then. But when it comes to video game 

Game Boy Color, the real test lies in the new color games 
that are on the way. Here, for the first time in print, Nintendo 
Power reveals some of the early color games. In future 

GAMEBOY 

colas. 



The #1 football game on N64 
just got a whole lot better. 

ACCLAIM 



99 
sweat the details 



HE'S BEEN FIGHTING FOR TRUTH, JUSTICE AND THE AMERICAN WAV 
FOR SIX DECADES, AND SOON THE MAN OF STEEL WILL BE 
CONTINUING HIS NEVER-ENDING BATTLE ON THE N6V, COURTESY OF 
TITUS. THIS FRENCH DEVELOPER IS WORKING OVERTIME TO BRING 
AMERICA'S BIGGEST COMIC BOOK HERO TO THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
LIFE, AND WHAT WE'VE SEEN SO FAR LOOKS PROMISING.  
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wmomiGCOHHmm 
To emphasize the connection to its paper-and-ink roots, Superman will be packaged 
with an exclusive, full-color comic book. We were able to obtain some of the early, 

ans Joe Staton and Mike DeCarlo, the comic will serve as a "prequel" to the game, 
setting the stage for the action to come. 

As we said, past Superman games have had a difficult time capturing the true spir¬ 
it of the character. This game seems like it could reverse that trend. Titus has stated 
that Superman will be released by the end of the year, but we think that first quarter 
is a likelier target. We'll be keeping our eyes on Superman as it develops, and we'll let 
you know whether we think it's going to fly. 





P Extreme-G 2. Feed the speed freak wit 
Faster than the original. And ten times 
more deadly. Over 36 new twisting 

_ tracks. An expanded arsenal of vicious 
weapjpns. 12 all-new homicidal bikes 

%rijO*? fhe surreal ride of your life. And 
■ 2-A player multiplayer madness. This 
is pure unadulterated velocity. One 
false turn and you’re toast. 

4«laim 

 J 
_J 





STRATEGY B 



F O R C E 

The 21st century has just begun, and the apocalyp: 
the insane Dr. Zeng has anxiously awaited nev< 
happened. Now, the evil doctor, equipped with bii 
logical warfare and a crew of brainwashed follov 
ers, is determined to make Armageddon a realit 
The fate of the world lies in the hands of four bra\ 

ARMED AND 
DANGEROUS 

COLLATERAL 
DAMAGE 

mmm 

; deadly 
n sight, 

secret guns and health boosts to help yc 
There's nothing like good, old- 
fashioned artillery. Handguns are 
easy to find, but bazookas can wipe 

tires and hurl them at bad guys. 

(%) NINTENDO POWER 



FIGHTING FORCE 64 

gj|gggj<sja. powerful 
J360°3@jVi kick can take 

A+Z 360'Spin Kick 
B+Z Knee Blast nHf ■ £ 1 
(JA Head Butt Setup 1 jgjr , I 
o B Vicious Knee Combo —• \S\ MLjSkwt':> ' M 
OO Shoulder Throw 
OO Suplex _ 



ilffli was 



(SAtSEHMkS W FTO eD@‘U'P£\(§ Jtfff [L&@ 

unity to strike you. Jetpac will 
ao down in no time. 

If you'd like a challenge, head for the naval base. Vi 
is one of the most difficult enemies in the game, and I 
aren't many hiding places or Weapons to help 
Destroy the crates for energy—you'll need it. 

go r^iqhj and mto ihe^ ^ 

The air base is more fun, and easier, than the naval base. 
After you break down the gates, explore the area and col¬ 
lect grenades. Don't waste your strength trying to destroy 
the large truck if you're working alone. 





ARE NO PETTING ZOOS. 
-squeezing polar bear who dumps 
s in front of unsuspecting foes. dangerous iciclr 

high-speed husky on skis who hates 
penguins and often flips his wig. 

Full of lightning-fast mayhem and 
eadly cruise missiles, he’s no ange 

deviously shy tortoise who comes out o£ his 
armor-plated shell to wreak serious haviic. 

Silicon Valley, a space station used to harbor cutting-edge technology, has disappeared. Now, in the year 
3000, it’s on a collision course with Earth. You must not only think like the wacked-out beings who 

inhabit its incredibly lavish environments, you must become them. Only then will you be able to unlock 
the mysteries of the Valley and save our planet. Whatever you. do, do not attempt to feed the animals. 











rOCARINAOP TIME5 

Collectible 

TAKEE [0] 
Froir 

Look for these ,new 

Zelda Collectibles coming scon! 

A 6” Action Figures: 41 
m 
k i. 



YOU’VE GOT TO HAVE A LOT OF BALLS 
TO PLAY A GAME THIS REAL 

(SIXTEEN TO BE EXACT) 

"Virtual Pool ...is the 
absolute, incontrovertibly 
best, most believable 
pool simulation available 
for any platform." - GameWEEK 

"...Play ultra-realistic pool, 
without the risk of getting 

Virtual Pool 64™ puts 
incredible touch and 

precision in your hands. With 
unsurpassed, ultra-real physics, you'll control 
the power behind every break, tap and trick shot! 

with nine exciting types of pool, three levels of difficulty 
and two-person, multiplayer support, beginners and 

experts will both enjoy the challenge of 
Virtual Pool 64. 

r WWW.CRAVEGAMES.C 



DHDnE FR0tTl BEHlnD THE BLOCK? j] Si 

►FORSHKEn 64 gg 
' HOW 10 I EDII1PLETE THE SEHIER LEUEI DU THE BIGHT BEBHCH? 

The trick is to 
trying^defec 

avoid shooting this switch while If the drone does get stuck behind the block, 

five) before moving to the next room. early, the drone will roll right into a firefight! 



’►mission: impossiBLE 
HOIU DO I FinD THE SECURITY CODE On THE ROOFTOP? 

After you assume the porter's identity, put 
your gun away and go to the sixth car. 

Stand outside of Max's compartment, or 
the gas will knock you out, too. 

Your next mission-should you accept it-is to 
defuse the bomb and catch the CIA mole. 
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NINTENDO POWER 



rhe hidden stage is not a complete 
stage on its own, but rather an alter- 

aath in the lower part of the 
Cathedral. After you defeat the Jumping 
Demon, go through the door to your 

right and climb up the two ropes to a 
small platform. Take a few steps to the 
right and drop down the first gap you 
see. This is just a short drop. Walk a few 
more steps to the right and drop down a 

dropping until you hit bottom. The large 
chamber at the bottom is the beginning 
of an alternate route to Dracula. 

($150 per minute. Callers under 18 
OAA FAST FACTS In Canada Call: U w ^ ft 

1900-451-4400 
($2.00 per minute. Callers under 18 ^ | 

P.0. Box 97033, Redmond, WA 98073-9733 

■ RAMPAGE: RIORID TOUR IMF: UIAR ZDAE MYSTICAL hmjil hiHimiibbiiiin I 
Q: Is there an ending to this game? 
11: Yes. After you destroy about 120 cities, 

you'll go to the moon. Destroy the lunar 

Q: Are the Super Mechs invincible? 
fl: No, but they're not worth the effort to 

1 destroy. If you see a Super Mech coming 
! from one direction, just head in the other. 

Q: Who is the best wrestler? 
ft: "Stone Cdd'jSteve Austin is the top 

Rock and The Undertaker. 

Q: Can 1 avoid a Grudge Match in the 
Challenge mode? 

H: No. It happens at random, and there's 
nothing you can do about it. 

Q: How many hearts can 1 have in my Strength fl 
gauge? 

fl: There are 20 total. Look for Silver Fortune w 
Dolls and Gold Strength Dolls to boost your j 
number of hearts. 

Q: What do 1 do at the Hot Springs? 
fl: Stand in the water and hold Z for ten sec- * 

onds to regain your health. 
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) POWER 

CEMETERY, SEAS 
AND SEASONS 

CATCH GOING Tt 

1 i§§gu 1 
■Kg”"' tn jg 

|jb § 







YOUR 
VOTE 

COUNTS! 
YOU CAN'T 

WIN IF YOU DON'T 
SEND IT IN! 

wm 
PLAYER'S'? 

POLL 

SCORE j^ND 
GAME BOY PRIZE 
LOR ANn PICK 5 











MMPPFF MUPF MUMMFF 
MUH MUPF MUMF 

MUMFUMFMUH MUMMPF 



TH£ ONLY TH/NO NORM FUN THAN W/NN/NC /S 

© 
© 
© 

4 PLAYER MODE! 

LOTS OF WAYS TO CHEAT 

NITRO BOOSTS 

POWERUPS 

SELECT FROM 8 CARS 

CHMTINGi 

* T 
COMPETE FOR CASH POINTS 

CHANGING SEASONS 

m
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ACTIVISION'S 
NIGHTMARE! 
IN LONDON 

n the night of the Great Fire of 
London in 1834, a secret society 

called the Brotherhood of Hecate 
unleashed its great experiment, a virus that 
turns man and beast into slavering mon¬ 
sters. Now the foggy streets of London 
have become a killing ground, filled with 
screams and terror. Only two people have 
the courage to face the heinous fiends that 
roam the darkness, and it's just your luck 
that you're one of them. 

A creature feature 
for the N6h 
Activision's first N64 release, Nightmare 
Creatures, was first seen on the 
PlayStation, where it made quite a splash 
because of the floods of bloodletting that 
took place during the game. The N64 ver¬ 
sion is just as wet and wicked, but it also 

Creature players and made the Adrenaline 
Meter optional. The difficulty was also 
addressed, so in the N64 game it's easier 
to get started without being chewed to 
pieces by werewolves and zombies. The 
128-megabit, one-player action fighter 
will be just as violent in the N64 version, 
which will earn it a Mature rating, so 
squeamish players should be forewarned. 

In London, no one 
cares if you scream. 
The narrow streets and dark buildings of 
Victorian London are the perfect setting for 

that Rumble Pak support 
will be added along with 
analog support of the 

Control Stick. Game data can be saved on 
the Controller Pak or with passwords. 
Especially in some of the fairly large areas, 
the save options are a great help. 

You can’t keep a 
dead man down 
But the real appeal of Nightmare Creatures 
isn't the moves or the realistic depiction of 
London. It's the critters and the gore. In 
addition to leaving pools of blood, ene¬ 
mies in Nightmare Creatures can lose their 
limbs and even their heads. Even more 
outrageous, they can lose limbs and head 

An abundance of 
werewolves In London 
This is great Halloween stuff, but 
Nightmare Creatures probably won't be 
released until early December, thus miss¬ 
ing prime werewolf season. But if you're 
looking for some holiday horror. 
Nightmare Creatures will provide every¬ 
thing except the mop to clean up the mess. 

For a transfusion of horror, stop this way... 
VOLUME 114 © 



Wanda-on pratiava of upcoming gamas, 

RESPECT ACCLAIM'S 
AUTHORITY 

top-secret development of 
Acclaim's South Park at Iguana 

Entertainment is no longer a secret. 
Cartman, Kenny, Kyle and Stan are on their 
way to the N64 for some 

screamed South Park. 
Working closely with 
Comedy Central and the 

tured the look and feel of South Park's 2-D 
animation in three dimensions. The story 
behind the game is that South Park is under 
attack from the effects of a comet. In six 

"episodes" of the single-player game, the 
turkeys revolt, Cartman's mom is kid¬ 
napped by aliens, and the son of 
Skuttlebutt is out of control. But the best 

part of this game will 
be the five multiplayer 

players will be able to 
grab gadgets, such as 
the Cow Launcher, 
Auto Egger, live sniper 
chicken and Mr. 
Hankey, and fight 
each other or the other 

characters and clones of South Park. The 
multiplayer matches 
including Capture the Flag, Gri 
and Kick the Baby. The game is basically c 

3-D shooter, but the humor of the TV show 
comes through with hundreds of sound¬ 
bites created by the voice talent from the 
show. The language is also in keeping with 
the outrageousness of the show itself, 
which means that a lot of it isn't considered 
suitable for younger audiences. Acclaim 

Mature rating, and it hopes to release the 
game in January. 

VIGILANTE ON THE FAST TRACK 
^^^B^igilante 8, a combat racer from destroy key sites that v 

Activision, has been under develop- American economy. The 
ment for less than four months at Luxoflux place in settings that range from oil refiner- 

o ski slopes, and 

cripple the mies), Arcade Mode and four-player Modes 
including Brawl, Team and Smear Modes. 
We had a chance to test the four-player 
game and discovered a car-crunching, 

I regular weapons such ; 
__ a mortars, cruise missiles, 

game looks great! 
The storyline of Vigilante 8 departs from dumbfire rockets, plus a special weapon, 
historical fact of the '70s during the oil In the one-player game, each character will 
shortage. In this alternate reality, the oil have four missions, and new characters 
shortages lead to war. Players take on the and missions will be opened up the further 
roles of any one of six good guys or six bad you progress in the game. New features for Res Mode with the Expansion Pak, 

>n of Vigilante 8 in 
two-player cooperative mode, 
Survival Mode (endless battle vs. : 



IELVISES SPOTTED 
AT CAESARS 
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Report, Wbrld Grand Pnx, Chopper Attack. “ ' 

BBBBS 
«KE3 

slissiMs: 
WWMM-ssk 
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coverage 

and challenge 

level in Shadows of ®4 RDGUE SgUADRDNj 
the Empire, Rogue ■■iilih. #>■■■ 
Squadron is packed with 16 levels overrun by 'm/r 
TIP Fiolitere AT-ATc a nr I trrnc nf hioh-cnnnrl ^ i ^ 
Squadron is pa< 
TIE Fighters, A 
action. You'll li 
choose from in \ 

AT-ATs and tons of high-speed 
have five battle-ready ships to 

i this installment of our Star Wars 
n-depth coverage in Volume 115. 
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